Counting cells with stereology: random versus serial sectioning.
Counts of cells and nuclei from sections provide information central to studying structural changes in cells, tissues, and organs. This study considers some of the practical problems associated with counting cells with the newer random and serial sectioning methods of stereology and tests the hypothesis that similar cell counts can be obtained with both random and serial sectioning methods. Using irregularly shaped nuclei from alveolar cells of the goat lung, we compared cell counts derived from random (electron microscopic) and serial sectioning (light microscopic) methods. The results showed that both sectioning methods gave similar cell counts (10(7)/cm3 of parenchyma) for type 1 epithelial cells (5.0 vs. 5.0; P=1.0), type 2 epithelial cells (8.6 vs. 9.8; P= 0.42) and interstitial cells (34.6 vs. 33.4; P=0.64), provided that corrections were introduced for section-related biases and that the nuclei of the random sectioning method were corrected for shape. We found counting biases of 5%-7% for nuclear shape and 16% for section compression. These observations support the hypothesis that similar cell counts can be obtained with random and serial sectioning, even when nuclei have irregular shapes.